
Sometimes care is needed to avoid pointless
processes.

Daniel Simpson

Sigrunn Sørbye, Janine Illian, Gavin Shaddick, Håvard Rue
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Outline

The reason

Love can move mountains

Tell him

I hate you then I love you

Miles to go (before I sleep)
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Busby Berkley Dreams

Point process models have rapidly
become an indespensible tool in spatial
statistics

I when the data is a point pattern

I when the data is marks on a point
pattern

I when the point process is used to
“disaggregate” count data

I when the data is in space time

I when the point pattern models
“missingness” in spatial data
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How do we control the chaos?

Eight out of Ten* dentists
recommend using prior
information to perform
meaningful inference on your
complex model!

* indicates prior belief. May conflict with data.
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Un garçon pas comme les autres (Bayes)

Peter Diggle
(past president of RSS)

... a lot of what’s published, I think, has
within it wrinkles that are hidden by the
elegance and the simplicity of the Bayesian
formalism. So while people can easily check that
their main conclusions are not heavily influenced
by pretending to change their prior beliefs, there
are subtle aspects that they can’t check.

(StatsLife Jan 2015)
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It’s all coming back to me now

I These days, we basically know how to fit a point process to
simple data

I (Although there are obvious wrinkles: repulsion,
error-in-location, partial observation, etc)

I But I want to take a step back and ask:

What happens when we try to use point processes
inside other models?
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Cut to the feeling

I For the most part, my weapon of choice is the log-Gaussian
Cox process

I What? A Cox process, where the intensity is modelled as

log[λ(s)] = Z (s),

where Z (·) is a Gaussian random field.

I Why? Because it’s convenient (computationally, from a
modelling perspective).

I Limitations? Many. Conditionally independent points,
limited repulsion.
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A standard task

Y | λ ∼ IHPP[λ(·)]

log[λ(·)] = X (·)Tβ + u(·)

I β is the object of interest for our inference

I u(·) ∼ GRF is a nuisance

I The covariance structure of the GRF will be controlled by
some hyperparameters

Inference for this model should be easy.
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If you liked it then you should’ve put a grid on it
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An approximate likelihood

NB: The number of points in a region R is Poisson distributed
with mean

∫
R Λ(s) ds.

I Divide the ‘observation window’
into n rectangles.

I Let yi be the number of points
in rectangle i .

yi |xi ,θ ∼ Po(ezi ),

I The log-risk surface is replaced
with

z|θ ∼ N(µ(θ),Σ(θ)).

I Error in likelihood is O(n−1/2)
(or O(n−1) with modifications)

Introduction Case study I Case study II Summary Resolution Spatial e↵ect Interaction Estimated e↵ects

Andersonia heterophylla: 55 ⇥ 55 grid
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Sigrunn Holbek Sørbye, University of Tromsø Spatial point patterns - simple case studies
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A model for the latent field

I There are many reasonable options for the Gaussian random
field model, but we need to keep computational constraints in
mind!

I We model it as
z = σuu + σvv ,

where v ∼ N(0, I ) and u ∼ N(0, α−1Q+).

I u is modelled as a smooth ICAR(2) effect

4xi − (xn + xs + xe + xw ) ∼ N(0, 1)

and α is chosen so var(ui ) ≈ 1.

I vi mops up the small scale effects due to discretisation error.

I Some priors on σu and σv .
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The owls are not what they seem

0 500 1000
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Oenocarpus mapoura on a 50-ha study plot on Barro Colorado
Island, Panama.
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The owls are not what they seem
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Covariate effects under different models (black: no random effect,
others have different priors on σu and σv )
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The power of love*

I The posterior for β is strongly dependent on the prior on σ

I The prior on φ is less important

I What’s happening? As we let the random effect vary more
wildly, it sucks up the interesting stuff.

I This is a structural problem: a semi-parametric model with
one** observation will never be well resolved***!

*Not the Huey Lewis one...
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Falling into you

I Can we fix this? No.

I Easy work around: Make the random effects orthogonal to
the span of the covariates

I But this is really too strong: it tends to over-estimate the
strength of effects

I Inappropriately narrow credible intervals under
misspecification (Hanks et al., Environmetrics, 2015).
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The power, the pleasure, the Bayes

I While we can’t fix the problem, we can give a more nuanced
analysis

I If we can control how complex we let our random effect be,
we can make conditional statements about importance

I The easiest way to do this, is to use priors that control the
complexity of the random effect.
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You cain’t get a man with a gun

How do we set the priors on σu and σv?

I There is no universally applicable way to do this

I There are, however, lots of bad ways to do this

I Some of these bad ways may still work sometimes

I I’m going to talk today about why weakly informative priors
(specifically Penalised Complexity (PC) priors) are
important

For the moment, let’s just consider the prior on a single Gaussian
random effect.
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Rule 1: You can only be “uninformative” when you’re also
being unambitious

I Not every problem is hard

I Sometimes you really do want to estimate a population mean
or standard deviation

I In general, if you have a lot of informative data about a
parameter of interest, you can be lazy and use a reference prior

I When you don’t have a lot of data, non-informative priors put
a lot of information in silly parts of the parameter space.

I This can lead to extreme prior sensitivity (Gelman, 2006)
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You should probably know what you’re doing

I If we can’t be “non-informative” we need to be “informative”

I Fully subjective priors: Get domain information and turn it
into a distribution

I This is hard for many reasons

I As above, so below: Use a prior that someone else has
suggested

I This is common. But probably not a good idea

I Weakly informative priors: What does this even mean???
I These are spoken of a lot, but there isn’t an encompassing

definition or theory
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Don’t put a prior on the variance/precision!

I Fundamentally, we don’t have an
intuitive understanding of variance

I We have an intuitive understanding
of standard deviation

I Standard deviation is on the
same scale as the effect

I We can use it to get a rough idea
of how big the random effect can
be (most of the mass is within
3σ)

I So the correct question is “What
sort of prior should we put on the
standard deviation”?
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Rule 2: Allow your model to be boring

I The trick is that the standard
deviation in a random effect
parameterises a flexible extension
of a GLM

I In particular, at the distinguished
value σ = 0, a GLMM collapses to
a GLM

I It is important to get the prior
right around σ = 0 in order to
avoid forcing complexity
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Being aggressively boring

I We want our prior to peak at the base model and then
decrease as the model gets more complex

I Priors on σ: Half-normal, Exponential, Half-t, Half-Cauchy

I They differ in tails, but all have finite density at σ = 0.

I Heaver tail = less information (so it depends on how
ambitious you are!)
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Two become one

I But we have two random effects (structured and unstructured)

I Idea: Reparameterise as

z = σ
(√

φu +
√

1− φv
)
,

where φ ∈ [0, 1] and σ ≥ 0.

I σ: The overall contribution of the random effect to the
log-intensithy

I φ: Controls the balance between long-range and short-range
effects

I We can control the complexity of the random effect with
a sensible prior on σ!
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Interpreting your results

I We can specify our prior on σ through the tail condition

Pr(σ > U) < 0.01.

I An interpretation of U is as a degree of misspecification

I We can then talk about significance in terms of how
misspecified a model would need to be for an effect to drop
out.

I Typically, covariates with no spatial structure do not drop out,
while smooth covariates will.

I An easy extension to include known confounders (cf Hahn et
al., Bayesian Analysis, 2017).
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Because you loved me

Key message

You need to be careful interpreting the results of point process
modelling when you have an infinite dimensional random effect!
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Outline

The reason

Love can move mountains

Tell him

I hate you then I love you

Miles to go (before I sleep)
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Where does my heart beat now?

I So even a fairly straightforward application of a Cox process
can be difficult to interpret.

I What about where it’s in a more complex model?

I The application here is to do with preferential sampling
(Diggle et al., 2009).

I (Warning: I just moved continent, so this is more of a flavour
than a worked through example!)
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Spatial data is observational

I The results of a spatial analysis is, inevitably, conditioned on
the spatial locations at which data was observed S.

I Hence, any inference on some quantity of interest `(Y ) will
inevitably be conditional on S.

I The standard, usually implicit, assumption is that the the
object of inferential interest is not correlated with the
sampling design.

I But is this really reasonable?
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Global Air quality
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Location of 6003 PM2.5 ground monitors in 2016 WHO cities
database.
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How were they chosen

I The fear is that the monitors are placed in areas known to
have extreme (high or low) values

I This would bias the inference

I Because `(Y ) 6⊥ S, where `(Y ) in this case is the population
exposure to PM2.5.

I If we were biostatisticians, we would say that the observations
of PM2.5 are not Missing Completely At Random

I This is maybe a little different from Diggle’s definition of
preferential sampling, which was Y 6⊥ S. This is `(Y ) 6⊥ S. In
particular, there are designs that are ”Diggle-preferential” but
are MCAR for the problem at hand.
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Observational data is not new

I Like really not new

I Plethora of solutions.

I Notable:
I Propensity scoring

I Regression correction

I Horwitz-Thompson

I Doubly-robust estimators

So what is specific to spatial problems?
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don’t want to be ALL BY MYSELF ... ANYMORE

I The big difference is that most work on missing data assumes
the missingness mechanism is independent.

I But that is not really true for spatial problems (balance of
coverage and nearness)

I So propensity score methods aren’t appropriate

I Neither is a log-Gaussian Cox process (as in Diggle’s
preferential sampling model)

I As with causal inference with missing data, an incorrect
missingness mechanism can greatly affect the efficiency of
your estimator!
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River deep, mountain high

I We can turn to a generative interpretation

I In particular, imagine that we have a designer with an
unknown design distribution

φθ(S)

I This is a point process!

I What should the point process be?

I Look to the spatial design literature for the Gibbs energy

I Is this a sensible way to get at determinental point processes?
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Outline

The reason

Love can move mountains

Tell him

I hate you then I love you

Miles to go (before I sleep)
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That’s the way it is

I The basic point of this story is that there is a lot to do in the
statistical aspects of point process modelling

I We need to think about how to communicated conditional
statements of significance

I We need to think of how to inform priors inside complex
models

I We need to think very closely about missingness and design
aspects of spatial data

I We are a long way from routine, automatic spatial analysis!
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